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The following table shows the abbreviations and insolvency terms that may be used in this report: 

Abbreviation or definition Meaning 

Company FABB Projects Limited t/a Fabb Sofas 

Administrators  Toby Scott Underwood and Peter David Dickens, both of PwC  

firm / PwC PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 

IR86 Insolvency (England and Wales) Rules 2016 

IA86 Insolvency Act 1986 

Sch.B1 IA86 Schedule B1 to the Insolvency Act 1986 

HMRC HM Revenue & Customs 

prescribed part The amount set aside for unsecured creditors from floating charge 

funds in accordance with  section 176A IA86 and the Insolvency Act 

1986 (Prescribed Part) Order 2003 

secured creditors Creditors with security in respect of their debt, in accordance with 

section 248 IA86 

preferential creditors Claims for unpaid wages earned in the four months before the 

insolvency up to £800, holiday pay and unpaid pension contributions 

in certain circumstances 

RPS Redundancy Payments Service, an executive agency sponsored by the 

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, which 

authorises and pays the statutory claims of employees of insolvent 

companies under the Employment Rights Act 1996 

unsecured creditors Creditors who are neither secured nor preferential 

CVL Creditors’ voluntary liquidation 

the First Period  7 June 2018 to 6 December 2018  

the Final Period  7 December 2018  to 2 January 2019 

ROT Retention of title, a contractual claim of title to goods supplied to the 

Company  pre-administration which had not been paid for.  

Agents / John Pye John Pye & Sons Limited  

 

 

Abbreviations and definitions 
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Why we’ve sent you this report 
We’re writing to update you on the progress of the administration since we were appointed administrators. This 
report covers two statutory periods: 7 June 2018 to 6 December 2018 (“the First period”) and 7 December 2018 
to 2 January 2019 (“the Final period”). We are also pleased to inform you that, as we have now concluded our 
work in the administration, we are moving the Company to Creditors’ Voluntary Liquidation (“CVL”) following 
this report.  

You can still view our earlier reports on our website at www.pwc.co.uk/fabbsofas.  

How much creditors may receive 
The following table summarises the possible outcome for creditors* based on what we currently know. 

Class of creditor 

Current estimate 

(p in £) 

Previous estimate  

(p in £) 

Ring fenced customer deposits 100% 100% 

Preferential creditors 100% 100% 

Unsecured creditors 0-1% 0-2%       

*Please note this guidance on dividends is only an indication and should not be used as the main basis of any bad debt provision or debt 

trading.  

Ring fenced deposit creditors 

When the Company’s directors, prior to the administration, concluded that there was a real prospect of the 
Company entering insolvency proceedings, a system was implemented to protect and ring-fence deposit 
amounts paid by customers. This protected almost all deposits received after 21 May 2018. Any such customers 
were written to on 15 June 2018, asking customers to return a claim form by 29 June 2018. The majority of the 
ring-fenced funds were returned to the relevant customers at the end of July. We continue to make payments to 
ring-fenced customers as and when claim forms are received. We have returned £323,379 of customer monies 
set aside under the ring-fenced schedule to date. Any outstanding ring fenced deposits must be claimed 
by 28 February 2019. 

Any deposits paid prior to this process had begun were not protected and therefore rank as unsecured claims in 
the administration. We wrote to any such customers under cover of a letter dated 18 June 2018 and invited 
claims to be made by completion of a “statement of claim form”. See below for further details. 

Preferential creditors  

We think preferential creditors (mainly employees) totalling c.£190k will be fully repaid. Preferential claims are 
limited to certain employee and pension claims and by law are paid in priority to non-preferential unsecured 
creditors.  

Once the Company has gone into CVL, we will issue a formal dividend notice and invite preferential creditors to 
lodge a claim. We anticipate the dividend will be paid in or around March 2019. 

 

 

 

Key messages 
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Unsecured creditors  

Surplus funds in the Administration have become available for non-preferential unsecured creditors, subject to 
payment of final costs, and we will pass them to the joint liquidators for distribution in due course. The current 
estimated return for this class of creditor is now estimated at up to 1 pence in the pound (1% of your claim 
value). Whilst asset realisations have been concluded in the main, as we have previously reported, there still 
remains considerable uncertainty in relation to the final level of claims from unsecured creditors.  

We anticipate being in a position to pay a dividend in the summer of 2019. 

What you need to do 
If you haven’t already done so, please send your claim to us so that we can agree it in the liquidation. A claim 
form can be downloaded from our website at www.pwc.co.uk/fabbsofas. Please note that due to the extensive 
volume of unsecured creditors, we are unable to acknowledge receipt of claim forms. 

We may decide that some or all creditors who are owed £1,000 or less by the Company won’t be required to 
submit a proof of debt in order to receive the anticipated dividend payment.  

When we are ready to pay a dividend, we will write to any creditors who we decide are not required to submit a 
proof of debt, we will tell them the amount we’ll treat as their admitted debt for the purpose of the dividend, 
unless the creditor advises us that the amount is incorrect (in which case a proof of debt will be required) or not 
owed.  

Please note that should you wish to vote in relation to any decision procedure during the subsequent liquidation 
or object to a decision sought by deemed consent, you’ll need to submit a proof of debt, even if one is not 
required for dividend purposes. 

What happens next 
In line with our proposals approved by creditors, the Company will now go into CVL. The administration ends 
once the Registrar of Companies ackowledges our notice of move to CVL. There having been no alternate 
nominations, Toby S Underwood and Peter D Dickens will be appointed as joint liquidators.  

CVL was deemed to be the most appropriate exit route in these circumstances as alternative procedures may 
have entailed higher costs in applying to Court (for permission to pay an unsecured dividend in the 
administration and extend the duration of the administration). Furthermore, moving to CVL provides the 
liquidators with the power to dislcaim leases and thus chrystalise the unsecured claims of landlords who have 
not yet accepted surrender of their leases. 

As decided by the general body of creditors, we will be discharged from liability in respect of any of our actions 
as joint administrators 14 days after we cease to be joint administrators of the Company. 

http://www.pwc.co.uk/
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Why we were appointed 
Creditors may remember from our proposals for achieving the purpose of administration that the background 
to our appointment was as follows: 

 The Company had been incorporated in December 2015 as a high quality sofa retailer with 9 retail stores, 
7 independent warehouses, a design studio and a head office, all based in the UK, as well as an online 
digital presence. 
 

 Despite achieving significant revenues in a short period, the Company was experiencing trading losses 
and it was reliant upon external funding to support these losses. Without this funding, the business could 
not continue to meet its payments as they fell due. 
 

 The Company’s management undertook a sales process to find a buyer or investor for the business. The 
directors took steps to protect the creditors of the Company whilst the sales process remained ongoing, 
which included ring-fencing customer deposits received during this time. In light of the rapidly 
diminishing cash position, any sale had to be completed swiftly to secure ongoing trade. 
 

 Despite a number of interested parties, a sale could not be completed within the timescales and the 
directors concluded they had no alternative but to appoint administrators. 

Strategy on appointment 
Immediately on our appointment, we considered the various different options available to us as follows: 

1) Sale of business: given the cash flow position and the failure of the pre appointment sales process, it 
would not have been beneficial to continue to seek a buyer for the business whilst trading. 

2) Short term trading: we considered trading to either complete the customer order book or satisfy orders 
where sofas were being stored in the warehouses. These options weren’t possible because:  

 There was insufficient cash to fund the cost of trading;  

 The sofas stored in warehouses had not been paid for by the Company. Suppliers were therefore 
likely to claim title to the goods under retention of title (“ROT”) clauses and we did not have the 
cash to pay the suppliers or complete deliveries; and,  

 The majority of customers funded the purchase of the sofa via a finance agreement, against which 
the Company would draw down funds after delivery. However, the agreements had terminated on 
the Company’s insolvency. 
 

Consequently, there was no other option available but to conduct an orderly wind down of the Company’s 
operations. Details of the actions taken immediately on appointment and shortly thereafter can be found in our 
proposals and are summarised later in this report. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overview of our work 
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Progress since our appointment 
On appointment, members of our team worked together with our agents to wind up the Company’s operations 
in an orderly manner. This included (amongst other things) the following: 

 attended the Company’s 9 retail stores, 7 warehouses, the design studio and head office; 

 notified all staff of our appointment; 

 identified and secured all known Company assets; 

 collected Company information; 

 secured all sites; 

 liaised with landlords, suppliers and other key stakeholders; 

 instructed and liaised with agents to secure stock, equipment and vehicles; and 

 set up and staffed a customer helpline and email mailbox, along with a redirection of the Company 
website and postal mail. 
 

Customers 
As we have explained above, upon appointment we were unable to continue to trade and therefore complete any 
of the outstanding customer orders. At the date of appointment, there were approximately 4,300 orders in 
progress. Due to the cost of the associated overheads, it was not feasible to maintain a Company staff team to 
deal with customer queries. In order to assist customers in understanding their position and any action they 
could take, therefore we took the following actions: 

 Set up a telephone helpline; 

 Created an email inbox; 

 Published customer FAQs on our website (www.pwc.co.uk/fabbsofas) to answer some of the more 
common questions; and,  

 Wrote to those affected customers outlining the position and any action they could take. 
 
We have had a significant volume of customer queries, not only from customers with outstanding orders, but 
also those whose sofa required repair and would ordinarily fall under warranty cover. We thank customers for 
their patience whilst we dealt with this volume.  To provide an indication as to the level of customer queries we 
have details the following: 
 

 Our dedicated mailbox has received over 2,300 emails; 

 Our website has been reviewed by over 36,000 individuals, 17,000 of those viewed our customer page; 

 The customer helpline received 1,443 calls in 6 weeks; 

 The switchboard and core case team have received over 1,000 calls in the last 6-7 months. 
 
Detailed below is the position relating to the various different categories of customers. 
 

Ring fenced deposits 

In light of the cash flow position and the possibility of insolvency, as soon as the sales process commenced, the 
directors put in place a system to set aside all future customer deposits. This was to protect the customer by 
“ring-fencing” new deposits and protect them from other creditor claims in the event of an insolvency. This 
protected almost all deposits received after 21 May 2018.  

We sought legal advice regarding this matter and immediately on appointment, secured receipt of the funds 
into the administration bank accounts. We also obtained details of the ring-fenced funds from the Company 
records which showed a total of £396,275 had been set aside relating to 695 customers. 

On 15 June 2018, we wrote to the 695 customers and invited them to submit a claim form to recall these funds. 
The deadline for submitting the ring-fenced deposit claim form was 29 June 2018. During the course of July, we 
assessed these claims against the Company records and inputted bank details into the payments schedule. On 
31 July 2018, we repaid £315,693 to customers who had submitted valid ring-fenced deposit claim forms by 
direct bank transfer. Since then we have repaid a further 17 customers a total of £7,935 where they missed the 
original deadline. 

http://www.pwc.co.uk/
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We are still holding a balance of £77,651 of unclaimed ring-fenced deposit monies. We will be writing to those 
specific customers one final time following the move to CVL and any outstanding claims to these ring-fenced 
deposit monies must be received by 28 February 2019. 

Non-ring fenced deposits 

On 18 June 2018 we wrote to customers whose deposits or advanced payments were not ring-fenced to explain 
that the Company could not repay the funds, as these monies had not been set aside. We recommended to these 
customers that they take the following action: 

1) If they paid by debit or credit card, contact their bank to see if they can reclaim the funds back from 
their card provider; 

2) If they took finance out to fund the purchase of the sofa, contact the finance provider to see if they can 
reclaim the funds; 

3) If they cannot reclaim the funds through the above options, then they will be an unsecured creditor in 
the administration. If customers wish to pursue a claim, they can complete and submit a statement of 
claim form (which can be downloaded from www.pwc.co.uk/fabbsofas). They will then sit alongside all 
other creditors who are owed money and if there are funds available at the end of the case, they will be 
entitled to receive a small percentage of their claim back. Please see the unsecured creditor section of 
this report above for further details. 

Warranty claims 

Prior to appointment, the Company provided a 15 year guarantee to cover frames and springs. As a result of the 
administration, the Company is no longer able to honour this. Should any customers have a claim that would 
have been covered by the guarantee, they may wish to make alternative arrangements for repair and the cost 
will be classed as an unsecured claim. If customers wish to make a claim then they should complete and return 
a statement of claim form (which can be downloaded from www.pwc.co.uk/fabbsofas). They will then sit 
alongside all other creditors who are owed money and if there are funds available at the end of the case, they 
will be entitled to receive a small percentage of their claim back. Please see the unsecured creditor section of 
this report above for further details. 

The Company also promoted a warranty which was supplied by a third party provider. This cover is not affected 
by the administration, and if customers purchased this cover and need to make a claim, they should contact the 
warranty provider directly. If you are not sure if you took out this cover, please refer to your original order form 
which will detail an additional charge for the cover if you took it out. 

 

Employees 
On the date of appointment, the Company employed 197 members of staff across eighteen locations. As the 
Company did not continue to trade following our appointment, it was necessary to make redundancies 
immediately on appointment. We initially retained 8 employees to assist with an orderly wind down of the 
Company’s operations. The final employees were made redundant by the end of June.  

One of our key priorities on appointment was to communicate with all affected employees, and to quickly 
provide information and support to them. We have now completed all payroll and statutory paperwork 
including final returns. As explained above, we will be making arrangements to agree any preferential claims by 
employees once we have moved into CVL and pay a preferential dividend in or around March 2019. 
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Asset realisations 
Immediately on our appointment, we secured and took control of the Company’s assets, which included: 

 Cash at bank 

 Display stock from retail stores 

 Stock held in the warehouses (subject to ROT) 

 Motor vehicle fleet consisting of 17 vans and 26 cars. 

 Any interest in leasehold properties. 

 Customer order book 

We provide a summary of information regarding these asset realisations below. For further details, please refer 
back to our proposals. 

Cash  
We recovered the balances held in the Company bank accounts as at the date of appointment which totalled 
£815,502. Of this amount, £396,275 related to the ring-fenced deposits which the Company had recorded had 
been received since the sales process had started. We also secured petty cash from site totalling £880. 

Stock 
Store stock and fixtures 

As explained in our proposals, the majority of display stock was either paid for in full, or gifted by suppliers to 
the Company. A proportion of this stock was subject to ROT clauses. We negotiated commercial settlements 
with these suppliers, such that they would receive a proportion of the sales proceeds relating to stock they 
identified as subject to their ROT clauses. 

Once our agents (John Pye) had secured and collected all stock from the 9 retail stores, they conducted on-line 
auctions via their website. The auctions were very successful, with 95% of stock items achieving a sale in the 
First Period of this report. This achieved total sales of £656,148 + VAT.  The remaining stock items are 
considered to have no little or no value and it was therefore not cost effective to undertake any further auctions. 

Suppliers claimed approximately 10% of stock items were subject to ROT clauses. Following completion of the 
auctions, we undertook a reconciliation exercise to identify the sale proceeds relating to those items subject to 
ROT. We also sought VAT advice on the treatment of such sales. We have been able to agree the amounts due to 
the five impacted suppliers in the total sum of £77,697+ VAT. We are awaiting a VAT invoice from the final 
supplier before we can conclude on this particular matter. Overall, we are pleased to confirm that this has 
resulted in stock sales, net of ROT, totalling £578,451 for the benefit of the administration estate. 

Warehouse stock 

We detailed in our proposals and above, that sofas held in warehouses had not been paid for by the Company 
and therefore suppliers were claiming ROT over this stock. As we were unable to sell this stock, we held 
negotiations with relevant landlords to facilitate access for suppliers to collect their stock. A couple of sites 
required legal assistance to formally agree terms of access. Negotiations in relation to one particular site proved 
rather protracted, however, the final clearance day was held on 5 November 2018. 

Whilst this stock is not an asset of the Company, as administrators we had a duty to take reasonable steps to 
allow access to the stock so the supplier could take back the sofas. This would ultimately reduce the value of 
their unsecured claims and, in turn, increase the dividends to the remaining unsecured creditors. 
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Motor vehicle fleet 
The Company owned a vehicle fleet of 17 vans and 26 cars. On appointment, our agents coordinated the 
collection of these vehicles which were located either at Company sites or in the possession of former 
employees/directors. John Pye have successfully sold all 43 vehicles through a combination of off market 
transactions to employees, private treaty sales and by way of public auction. We are pleased to confirm sale 
proceeds totalled £649,590 + VAT. 

Property 
As described in our proposals, the Company occupied 18 locations, which were vacated on or shortly after 
appointment. As there was no value in the leases, the Company was no longer in occupation, and they were not 
required for the benefit of the administration, we wrote to all landlords shortly after the administration to offer 
informal surrenders of the leases. 

To date, 3 surrenders have been formally completed. Once we have moved to CVL, we will formally disclaim all 
remaining leases which will chrystalise landlords’ unsecured claims and bring property matters to a conclusion. 

Sale of the order book 
We reported in our proposals that we had successfully agreed a sale of the order book to six suppliers. The 
purpose of this was to provide customers with the opportunity to complete orders placed with the Company 
directly with the suppliers. We are pleased to confirm that c.300 orders had been placed with the relevant 
suppliers 

Our negotiations resulted in contributions towards our legal costs for reaching these agreements, totalling 
£14,000 plus VAT being recovered from the various purchasers. Furthermore, all order book sales have now 
been completed and we have received a percentage of the order values placed, totalling £30,627 + VAT. In 
addition, fulfilling these orders has also mitigated supplier and customer unsecured claims, improving the 
outcome for the general body of creditors.  

Other miscellaneous assets 
In their statement of affairs, the directors attributed value to artwork, computer equipment and plant located 
across the 18 sites. Having taken the advice of our agents, we considered that the costs of realising these assets 
was likely to exceed their realistic value, so they were left in situ. The statement of affairs showed prepayments 
worth £16,600 and we have taken steps to identify what refunds could be obtained.  

Following the sale of the vehicle fleet, we received DVLA refunds on vehicle tax totalling £1,536. We have also 
received rates refunds of £52,875, and insurance refunds in the sum of £4,405, bringing total refunds to 
£58,816.   

Connected party transactions 
There have been no connected party transactions in the period. 

Approval of our proposals 
We issued to creditors our proposals dated 26 July 2018 for achieving the purpose of administration. Creditors 
approved our proposals without modifications at a meeting by correspondence on 15  August 2018. 

We attach a summary of our proposals at Appendix A.  

Investigations and actions 
Nothing came to our attention during the administration to suggest that we needed to do any more work in line 
with our duties under the Company Directors’ Disqualification Act 1986 and Statement of Insolvency Practice 
No.2 after our initial submission to the Insolvency Service.  
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Statutory & compliance matters 
FCA registration 

Prior to appointment, the Company was registered with the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) as it 
introduced consumer credit finance to customers. On appointment, we liaised with the FCA to answer their 
questions regarding the circumstances of the administration and to seek cancellation of the registration. In 
order to secure the latter, we had to formally apply for de-registration. The Company’s FCA registration was 
cancelled with effect from 14 September 2018. 

VAT issues  

We fulfilled our duties as proper officers for VAT during the administration. We have submitted VAT returns 
for all relevant accounting periods to date and are in the process of completing our final return prior to 
requesting de-registration from VAT. As a result of the commission generated from the finance products, the 
Company was partially exempt before appointment. This means that a small proportion of VAT we pay out will 
be irrecoverable from HMRC. 

Tax matters 

We are currently drafting corporation tax returns for all relevant post appointment accounting periods and 
these will be filed in due course in the CVL. We will seek to gain tax clearance from HMRC prior to paying a 
distribution to unsecured creditors to ensure they have no objections to the CVL ending.  

Our final receipts and payments account 
We set out in Appendix B accounts of final receipts and payments in the administration for the First Period 
from 7 June 2018 to 6 December 2018, and for the Final Period 7 December 2018 to 2 January 2019. 

Our expenses 
We set out in Appendix C a statement of the final expenses that we incurred to the dates covered by this report. 

The statement excludes any potential tax liabilities that we may need to pay as an administration expense in 
due course in the following CVL because amounts due will depend on the position at the end of the tax 
accounting period. Expenses incurred but not settled in the administration will be paid in the CVL.  

Our fees 
We set out in Appendix D an update on our remuneration which covers our fees, disbursements and other 
related matters in this case. 

Pre-administration costs  
You can find in Appendix E information about the approval of the unpaid pre-administration costs previously 
detailed in our proposals. Fees, disbursements and expenses of £116,265 were incurred and £77,008 have been 
drawn in line with the approvals given by creditors. The balance of pre-appointment costs have been written off.  

Creditors’ rights 
Creditors have the right to ask for more information within 21 days of receiving this report as set out in Rule 
18.9 IR16.  Any request must be in writing.  Creditors can also challenge fees and expenses within eight weeks of 
receiving this report as set out in Rule 18.34 IR16.  This information can also be found in the guide to fees at: 

https://www.icaew.com/-/media/corporate/files/technical/insolvency/creditors-
guides/2017/administration-creditor-fee-guide-6 -april-2017.ashx?la=en 

You can also get a copy free of charge by telephoning Syed Shah on 0113 289 4000. 

http://www.pwc.co.uk/
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The following is a summary of the work we still need to do in the CVL before we can bring the case to a 
conclusion: 

 

 Settlement of net auction proceeds and order book commission due to/from the final remaining ROT 
supplier 
 

 Potential ongoing rates recoveries  
 

 Agreement of preferential claims and payment of a preferential dividend  
 

 Disclaiming the outstanding leases 
 

 Resolve the remaining ring-fenced funds which have been unclaimed 
 

 Conclude tax/VAT matters and seek clearance from HMRC 
 

 Agreement of the unsecured claims and payment of an unsecured dividend 
 
 

Discharge from liability   
In accordance with the resolutions approved by creditors, the joint administrators will be discharged from 
liability in respect of any action of them as administrators 14 days after they cease to be administrators of the 
Company.  

Next report  
The next report to creditors will be circulated by the liquidators in approximately 12 months or at the end of the 
CVL, which ever is the earliest. 

If you’ve got any questions, please get in touch with Syed Shah on 0113 289 4ooo. 

 
Yours faithfully 
For and on behalf of the Company  

 
 
Toby Scott Underwood  
Joint Administrator  
 
Toby S Underwood and Peter D Dickens have been appointed as joint administrators of Fabb Projects Ltd. Toby S 
Underwood and Peter D Dickens are licensed in the United Kingdom to act as Insolvency Practitioners by the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. The joint administrators are bound by the Insolvency Code of Ethics which 
can be found at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/insolvency-practitioner-code-of-ethics. 

The joint administrators may act as controllers of personal data as defined by UK data protection law depending upon 
the specific processing activities undertaken. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP may act as a processor on the instructions of 
the joint administrators. Personal data will be kept secure and processed only for matters relating to the joint 
administrators’ appointment. Further details are available in the privacy statement on the PwC.co.uk website or by 
contacting the joint administrators.   

 

Ongoing matters 
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A summary of our proposals is details below and a full copy can be found at www.pwc.co.uk/fabbsofas for 
reference. These stated we will: 

 conduct an orderly wind down of the Company’s operations; 

 realise the Company’s stock and vehicle fleet by way of on-line/public auctions, off-market transactions 

and private treaty; 

 recover any realisable value in other Company assets; 

 secure the cash held in the Company’s pre appointment bank accounts; 

 return ring-fenced deposits to customers on receipt of relevant valid claim forms; 

 agree claims and pay a dividend to preferential creditors; 

 agree claims and pay a dividend to unsecured creditors, if there are surplus funds after costs of the 
administration and paying the ring-fenced and preferential creditors; 

 draw fees on a time cost basis at our normal charge out rates for this type of work, and disbursements 
for services provided by our firm will be charged as per our firm’s policy; 

 be discharged from liability in respect of any actions as administrators 14 days after we ceased to be 
joint administrators of the company; 

 follow the most appropriate exit route depending on the outcome of the administration, which are likely 
to be : 

o in the event that an unsecured dividend will be paid, we may put the Company into CVL so that 
the liquidator can pay the dividend and we propose that Toby Underwood and Peter Dickens 
are appointed as joint liquidators; 

o in the event that an unsecured dividend will be paid, we may apply to the court for permission 
to pay any surplus funds to unsecured creditors in the administration. If this is granted, we’ll 
subsequently end the administration by filing a notice with the Registrar of Company s and the 
Company will be dissolved three months later. If we don’t get permission we’ll put the 
Company into CVL as above, or comply with the terms of any court order if different; 

o If there won’t be a dividend for unsecured creditors, we’ll file a notice with the Registrar of 
Companies and the Company will be dissolved three months later. 

 

 

  

Appendix A: Summary of our proposals  

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.pwc.co.uk/fabbsofas&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1542293444990000&usg=AFQjCNGPF7zI7aFIa5fT8J5h1T58bprk-w
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Notes  

1 – Gross stock and fixture realisations of £656,148 have been achieved, with ROT payments of £72,146 paid to suppliers. Future ROT 

payments of c£5k are due to be paid in CVL. We are not aware of any further successful ROT claims in relation to sold stock.   

2 – Cash at bank includes ring-fenced deposits of £396,275, of which £318,624 has been repaid to date.  

3 – Cash at bank is deposited in an interest bearing account.   

4 – To date no dividend has been paid to any class of creditor. Both preferential and unsecured dividends are expected to be paid in the 

future CVL. There will be no Prescribed Part distribution as there is no qualifying floating charge registered against the Company’s assets.  

5 – All items are stated net of VAT.   

  

 Notes 

 7th June 2018 to 

6th December 2018 

 7th December 2018 

to 2nd January 2019 

 7th June 2018 to 

2nd January 2019  Statement of Affairs 

£ £ £ £

Receipts 

Artwork -                         -                          -                          40,625.00                

Computer equipment -                         -                          -                          25,000.00                

Plant & machinery -                         -                          -                          76,072.00                

Rates refunds (prepayments) 52,875.43               -                          52,875.43                16,660.00                

DVLA refunds 1,536.23                 -                          1,536.23                  

Motor vehicles proceeds 649,590.01             -                          649,590.01              607,252.00               

Proceeds from sale of stock and fixtures 1                656,148.00             656,148.00              643,253.00               

Proceeds from order book 2,770.00                 27,857.00                30,627.00                

Insurance refund 4,404.79                 -                          4,404.79                  

Bank interest 975.23                    -                          975.23                     

Cash in hand 2                815,501.70             -                          815,501.70              815,502.00               

Contributions to legal costs 14,000.00               -                          14,000.00                

Third party funds 999.99                    -                          999.99                     

Petty cash 880.00                    -                          880.00                     

Repayment of ringfenced deposits 2                (318,514.19) (110.00) (318,624.19) (396,274.70)

1,881,167.19           27,747.00                1,908,914.19           1,828,089.30            

Payments 

Redirection of mail (408.00) -                          (408.00)

Agents fees (268,199.70) -                          (268,199.70)

Retention of title payments 1                (2,770.00) (69,375.90) (72,145.90)

Pension and life policies (714.04) -                          (714.04)

Statement of Affairs fees (3,000.00) -                          (3,000.00)

Pre-appointment fees and expenses (77,008.00) -                          (77,008.00)

Office holders' fees (250,000.00) (250,000.32) (500,000.32)

Office holders' expenses (11,695.96) (3,548.00) (15,243.96)

Legal fees and expenses (51,336.00) (3,637.98) (54,973.98)

Office costs, stationary and postage (7.70) -                          (7.70)

Statutory advertising (75.00) -                          (75.00)

Payroll costs (3,379.03) -                          (3,379.03)

Property / asset expenses (236.32) -                          (236.32)

Wages & salaries (11,458.02) -                          (11,458.02)

PAYE/NIC and pension contributions (2,867.77) -                          (2,867.77)

Bank charges (CHAPS fees) (30.00) (15.00) (45.00)

Rates (11,156.66) -                          (11,156.66)

Insurance -                         (6,378.40) (6,378.40)

IT Costs (6,180.00) -                          (6,180.00)

Irrecoverable VAT (10,229.86) (4,057.00) (14,286.86)

(710,752.06) (337,012.60) (1,047,764.66)

VAT payable / (receivable) -                         (55,684.06) (55,684.06)

Net Receipts & Payments 3                1,170,415.13           (364,949.66) 805,465.48              

  

Appendix B: Receipts and payments 
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The following table provides details of our expenses. Expenses are amounts properly payable by us as 
administrators from the estate and exclude our fees and distributions to creditors. The table also excludes any 
potential tax liabilities that we may need to pay as an administration expense in the subsequent liquidation 
because amounts becoming due will depend on the position at the end of the tax accounting period. 

The table should be read in conjunction with the receipts and payments account at Appendix B, which shows 
expenses actually paid during the period and the total paid to date. The future estimated costs are estimated 
costs of the CVL.  

   

  Incurred 

First 

Period  

Incurred 

Final 

Period  

Total 

Incurred 

(Admin) 

Future 

Estimated 

(CVL)  

Estimated 

Total  

Initial 

Estimate  

Estimated 

Variance  

Expense Category  Note (£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£) (£) 

         

Redirection of mail   408  -  408  -  408  - 408 

Agents fees   268,200  -  268,200  -  268,200  281,403 (13,203) 

Retention of title claims  1  77,697  -  77,697  -  77,697  - 77,697 

Pension and life policies   714  -  714  -  714  - 714 

Statement of Affairs fees   3,000  -  3,000  -  3,000  3,000 - 

Pre-appt fees & expenses 2  77,008  -  77,008  -  77,008  77,008 - 

Office holders' fees 3  678,749  14,184 692,933  100,000 792,933 721,647 71,826 

Office holders' expenses 5  15,280  7  15,287  19,713 35,000 3,000 32,000 

Legal fees and expenses 4  54,974  -  54,974  20,026 75,000 75,000 - 

Office stationary & post 5  8  - 8  - 8 24,780 (24,772) 

Statutory advertising   75  -  75  150 225 - 225 

Property / asset expenses   236  -  236  -  236  -  236  

Payroll costs  3,379  3,379 - 3,379 - 3,379 

Wages & salaries   11,458  -  11,458  -  11,458  -  11,458  

PAYE/NIC & pension   2,868  -  2,868  -  2,868  -  2,868  

Bank charges   30  15  45  300 345 - 345 

Rates   11,157  -  11,157  -  11,157  27,000 (15,843) 

Irrecoverable VAT   10,230  4,057  14,287  1,600  15,887  9,626 6,261 

Insurance   6,378  -  6,378  1,000  7,378  6,900 (1,522) 

IT Costs   6,180  -  6,180  -  6,180  6,180 - 

         

Total    1,228,028  18,263 1,246,291 142,789 1,389,081 1,235,544 153,537  

 

Notes 

1 – Retention of title payments to date total £72,146, with the outstanding balance to be paid in CVL.  

2 – Creditors approved our pre-administration fees and expenses of £77,008, with the unpaid balance of £39,257 being written off.  

3 – Our fees have been illustrated in line with time costs we have incurred. This may not reflect the final level of fees paid which will be in 

line with our prior remuneration reports, as approved by creditors.  

4 – Further legal advice is required in CVL on both the treatment of residual ring-fenced deposits and disclaiming any property lease 

agreements not yet voluntarily surrendered.  

5 – Postage and printing costs have been met as an office holder disbursement rather than a direct expense.  

  

Appendix C: Expenses  
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Our fees were approved on a time costs basis. We have drawn fees of £500,000 to date in line with the approval 
given, as shown on the enclosed receipts and payments accounts.  

The time cost charges incurred in the First Period were £678,749 and £14,184 in the Final Period, totalling 
£692,933. This amount does not necessarily reflect how much we will finally draw as fees for the 
administration. Unpaid fees for the administration will be paid in the CVL.  

Our hours and average rates 
Set out below are time cost summaries for both the First Period and the Final Period, with time split between 
work type and our staff by grade. Also illustrated below are comparisons between our initial fee estimate as per 
the remuneration report and the actual amounts incurred up to the both the First Period and the full term of the 
administration.      

Time costs incurred during the First Period 

 

 

Time costs incurred during the Final Period 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis of time costs for the period from 7 June 2018 to 6 December 2018

     Aspect of assignment Partner Director

Senior 

Manager Manager

Senior 

Associate Associate Support Staff Total hours Time cost

Average hourly 

rate

£ £

Statutory & compliance 25.90 - 30.00 85.40 39.80 172.30 25.70 379.10 103,996.00 274.32

Assets 11.00 - 126.30 288.70 3.60 51.80 - 481.40 181,246.00 376.50

Creditors - - 13.30 28.30 63.60 149.20 0.50 254.90 57,320.00 224.87

Winding down costs 10.00 - 54.10 230.50 261.40 309.20 3.50 868.70 206,061.00 237.21

Administration 8.40 - 2.90 44.40 88.80 71.10 12.00 227.60 61,041.00 268.19

Tax & VAT 0.80 0.50 5.20 8.60 24.70 29.00 0.20 69.00 23,616.00 342.26

Employees & pension - - 13.60 20.40 101.20 20.70 - 155.90 45,469.00 291.65

Total for the period 56.1 0.5 245.4 706.3 583.1 803.3 41.9 2,436.60 678,749.00 278.56

Analysis of time costs for the period from 7 December 2018 to 31 December 2018

     Aspect of assignment Partner Director

Senior 

Manager Manager

Senior 

Associate Associate Support Staff Total hours Time cost

Average hourly 

rate

£ £

Statutory & compliance 1.50 - 0.30 1.10 5.20 12.40 - 20.50 4,954.00 241.66

Assets - - - 9.80 0.70 1.90 - 12.40 4,050.00 326.61

Creditors - - 0.20 0.40 - 9.90 - 10.50 1,989.00 189.43

Winding down costs - - - - - - - - - -

Administration - - 0.20 1.50 1.80 4.50 - 8.00 1,923.00 240.38

Tax & VAT - - - - - - - - - -

Employees & pension - - 0.40 - 3.30 - 0.30 4.00 1,268.00 317.00

Total for the period 1.5 - 1.1 12.8 11.0 28.7 0.3 55.40 14,184.00 256.03

Brought forward at 7 December 2018 2,436.60 678,749.00 278.56

Total 2,492.00 692,933.00 278.06

 

Appendix D: Remuneration update 
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Total Administration time costs and comparison with the initial estimate  

Category of work Estimated 
total hrs  

Estimated 
total fees (£) 

First & Final 
Period hrs  

First & Final 
Period fees 
(£) 

Hours 
Variance  

Fees 
Variance (£)    

Statutory and compliance 316.0 82,776 339.6 108,950 83.7  26,174  

Assets 421.9 157,413 493.8 185,296 71.9  27,883  

Creditors 645.5 191,700 265.4 59,309 (380.1)  (132,391) 

Winding down costs 678.2 154,371 868.7 206,061 190.5  51,690  

Administration 215.1 66,736 235.6 62,964 20.5  (3,772)  

Tax & VAT 70.9 26,587 69.0 23,616 (1.9)  (2,971) 

Employees & Pensions 163.0 42,065 159.9 46,737 (3.0) 4,672 

Total 2,510.5 721,647 2,492.0 692,933 (18.5) (28,714) 

 

Our time costs of £692,933 have not yet exceeded our initial estimate of £721,647, however it is likely that this 
may soon be exceeded following our move to CVL. Some of the reasons why we may exceed the initial fees 
estimate are set out below:    

 Numerous issues arose when trying to arrange access for suppliers to collect their stock from stores. 

These issues took a significant amount of time to resolve and contributed to our over spend on wind 
down related time costs. The final collection day was eventually arranged in November. 

 As referenced earlier in our report, there have been a much higher volume of creditor enquiries than 
anticipated, both through the mailbox and over the telephone through our switchboard. These have 
continued at a higher level than anticipated. This has absorbed a lot of staff time throughout the first 6 
months of the administration. The queries have ranged from predominantly deposit related queries at 
the start of the case to both deposit and warranty queries alike towards the latter end of the past 6 
months.  

 We have also encountered difficulties in returning the ring-fenced funds due to incorrect bank details 
provided by customers or no bank information to facilitate the return of the funds. Where incorrect 
details have been provided we have sent cheques to the customers which has resulted in additional time 
costs.  

The hourly rates of the additional time spent resolving the above has been charged at our standard rates. We 
show in Appendix B our receipts and payments account for the First and Final Periods   

Our time charging policy and hourly rates 
 
We and our team charged our time for the work we needed to do in the administration. We delegated tasks to 
suitable grades of staff, taking into account their experience and any specialist knowledge needed and we 
supervised them properly to maximise the cost effectiveness of the work done. Anything complex or important 
matters of exceptional responsibility was handled by our senior staff or us. 

All of our staff who worked on the administration (including our cashiers, support and secretarial staff) charged 
time directly to the case and were included in any analysis of time charged.  Each grade of staff has an hourly 
charge out rate which was reviewed from time to time.  Work carried out by our cashiers, support and 
secretarial staff was charged for separately and isn’t included in the hourly rates charged by partners or other 
staff members.  Time has been charged in six minute units. The minimum time chargeable is three minutes (i.e. 
0.05 units).  We didn’t charge general or overhead costs.  
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We set out below the maximum charge-out rates per hour for the grades of our staff who worked on the 
administration.  
 

Grade To 30 June 2018 (£) From 1 July 2018 (£) 

Partner 620 640 

Director 525 540 

Senior manager 450 465 

Manager 355 365 

Senior associate – qualified 268 275 

Associate 175 180 

Support staff 92 95 

 

We called on colleagues in our Tax, VAT, Real Estate and Pensions departments where we needed their expert 
advice. Their specialist charge-out rates varied but the following were the maximum rates by grade per hour. 

Grade To 30 June 2018 (£) From 1 July 2018 (£) 

Partner 1,315 1,520 

Director 1,210 1,390 

Senior manager 1,230 1,230 

Manager 735 770 

Senior Associate / consultant 545 570 

Associate / assistant consultant 270 305 

Support staff 160 250 

 
In common with many professional firms, our scale rates rose to cover annual inflationary cost increases.  
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Our work in the First Period 
Earlier in this section we have included an analysis of the time spent by the various grades of staff. Whilst this is 
not an exhaustive list, in the following table we provide more detail on the key areas of work:- 

Area of work Work undertaken 

Why the work was 

necessary 

What, if any, 

financial benefit the 

work provided to 

creditors OR 

whether it was 

required by statute 

Statutory & 

Compliance 

Conducting investigations 

 Collecting and reviewing Company’s books 

and records where related to investigatory 

work  

 Reviewing directors’ questionnaires  

 Preparing investigation file and lodging 

findings with the Department for Business, 

Innovation and Skills  

 

Initial letters and notifications 

 Preparing and issuing all necessary initial 

letters and notices regarding the 

administration and our appointment. 

 Requesting and filing the directors’ 

Statement of Affairs (“SoA”).  

 

Reporting to creditors  

 Drafting and reviewing  and circulating a 

statement of proposals to creditors 

including preparing receipts and payments 

accounts and statutory information. 

 Preparing and circulating to creditors a 

report giving details of the work we expect 

to carry out during the case, our fees 

estimate and the expenses that are likely to 

be incurred.  

 Preparing documents and information for 

the purpose of obtaining approval to fees, 

Category 2 disbursements and other 

matters in the administration. 

 Convening meetings for resolutions to be 

considered by correspondence. Recording 

the outcome and notifying creditors and 

the Registrar.  

 Preparing and issuing periodic progress 

reports to creditors and the Registrar 

 

Other statutory work  

 Filing of documents, updating checklists 

and diary management system. 

 Preparing and submitting deregistration 

form to the FCA. 

 Collecting company books and records 

where not related to investigatory work 

and dealing with records in storage. 

 

 

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  
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Assets  Sale of business / order book  

 Providing information to and dealing with 

interested parties.  

 Liaising with purchasers and solicitors and 

completing agreements to transfer part of 

the customer order book.  

 Securing contribution to legal costs 

 Regular reconciliation of the funds payable 

by the suppliers  

 

Stock  

 Reviewing stock records and values  

 Liaising with agents to secure assets and 

assess the progress of the stock sales  

 Dealing with Retention of Title claims 

 Liaising with landlords and suppliers to 

negotiate access for suppliers to reduce 

their unsecured claims  

 

Other assets  

 Liaising with agents and employees to 

arrange collection and sale of vehicles.  

 Reviewing asset listings and valuations  

 Liaising with local authorities regarding 

business rates and providing information to 

confirm whether a refund is due back to the 

company. 

 Recovery of other prepayments including 

DVLA, insurance and other sundry refunds.  

 

Insurance  

 Identifying potential issues requiring 

attention of insurance specialists. 

 Reviewing insurance policies. 

 Corresponding with insurer regarding 

initial and ongoing insurance requirements. 

 To maximise recoveries for 

the administration and 

offer continuity of service 

to customers where 

possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 To secure the Company’s 

assets and maximise 

returns from a key asset 

class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 To secure the Company’s 

assets and maximise 

returns from a key asset 

class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  To ensure that the 

Company’s assets were 

adequately insured and 

minimise risk of loss.  

 c£31k realised to date. 

Supplier and customer 

claims mitigated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Realisations of c£656k 

achieved. Payments of 

ROT claims on 

collections of stock 

reduces unsecured 

claims.  

 

 

 

 

 Realisations of c£650k 

for vehicles achieved. 

Prepayment refunds 

totalling £59k and cash 

at bank of £816k 

recovered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Safeguarding value in 

assets    

Creditors  Customer/ Creditor enquiries 

 Setting up a dedicated website for delivery 

of initial and ongoing communications and 

reports (c33k unique visitors).  

 Receiving and following up c.2,500 creditor 

enquiries via telephone, c.2,000 email and 

postal correspondence.  

 Reviewing and preparing correspondence 

to 4,600 creditors and their representatives  

 Receipting and filing statement of claim 

forms  

 Liaising with credit card and finance 

companies regarding their refunds to 

consumers to ensure no duplication of 

proofs  

 

 

 

 

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  
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Winding down costs  Property management 

 Attended and shut down the Company’s 9 

retail stores, 7 warehouses, the design 

studio and head office. 

 Collected Company information and 

secured all sites. 

 Providing access to suppliers to collect 

stock they claim ROT over.  

 Liaising with utility providers and 

providing final meter readings to bill for 

the period of occupation.  

 Liaised with landlords, suppliers and other 

key stakeholders. 

 Carrying out title searches and securing 

relevant property records and issuing 

informal surrender letters to landlords 

once vacated. 

 Negotiating the surrender of the leasehold 

properties. 

 Assessing payment of rates & utility bills 

where appropriate.  

 

Customer enquiries 

 Set up and staffed a customer helpline and 

email mailbox, along with the redirection 

of the Company website and postal mail.  

 Staffing the customer helpline & regularly 

assessing the requirement for its operation. 

 Dealing with customer enquires (to date, 

we have received c2.4k calls and in excess 

of 2.3k emails. 

 

Ring fenced deposits 

 Obtaining Company information regarding 

the ring-fenced deposits and securing 

receipt of the funds. 

 Issuing initial letters to customers and 

following up with customer queries. 

 Reviewing and processing customer 

deposit claim forms. 

 Reconciling claims with credit card and 

finance providers. 

 Processing the return of the ring fenced 

deposits. 

 To comply with mandatory 

statutory obligations 

placed on us.  

 Required by statute. 

Administration  Strategy and planning 

 Completing tasks relating to job acceptance  

 Setting the key strategy for the 

administration/CVL; monitoring progress 

against this and adjusting strategy where 

necessary  

 Preparing fee budgets & monitoring cost  

 Holding team meetings not relating to 

trading and discussions regarding status of 

administration/CVL 

 Monitoring progression of the 

administration/CVL against key targets for 

areas of the case, such as key asset 

realisations, dealing with leases/landlords, 

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  
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dealing with key claims, employee matters 

and statutory requirements 

 Accounting and treasury 

 Opening and closing bank accounts and 

arranging facilities  

 Dealing with receipts, payments and 

journals not relating to trading  

 Carrying out bank reconciliations and 

managing investment of funds  

 Corresponding with the bank and other 

financial services providers regarding 

specific transfers  

Tax & VAT  Tax & VAT  

 Carrying out tax review and subsequent 

enquiries. 

 Preparing initial drafts of administration 

tax computations and general 

communications with HMRC. 

 Gathering information for the initial VAT 

review and advising on pre appointment 

VAT returns. 

 Advising in respect of lease 

assignments/surrenders. 

 Preparing and completing the first and 

subsequent post-appointment VAT return. 

 General communications with HMRC. 

 In compliance with duties 

as proper officers for tax 

and VAT. 

 No direct benefit to 

creditors. In compliance 

with duties as proper 

officers for tax and VAT. 

Employees & 

Pensions  

Communications with employees 

 Attending 18 sites to deliver initial 

communications. 

 Issuing updates to employees, receiving 

and following up employee enquiries via 

telephone, post and email.  

 

Payroll & Redundancy  

 Reviewing payroll and liaising with 

company staff and payroll bureaus as 

appropriate.  

 Calculating and paying periodic payroll and 

dealing with deductions and completing 

final payroll reconciliations.  

 Commencing / continuing a consultation 

process, selecting and making 

redundancies.  

 Liaising with the RPS and external 

agencies and dealing with general HR 

queries.  

 

Pensions  

 Reviewing insurance policies and gathering 

initial pensions and employee benefits 

information  

 Issuing statutory notices and dealing with 

general pension scheme issues  

 Calculating contributions and requesting 

payments to the relevant scheme or policy  

 Assessing any pension related unsecured 

claims for dividend purposes  

 

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  
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Our work in the Final Period   

Area of work Work undertaken 

Why the work was 

necessary 

What, if any, 

financial benefit the 

work provided to 

creditors OR 

whether it was 

required by statute 

Statutory & 

Compliance 

Reporting to creditors  

 Preparing and circulating to creditors the 

first 6 month progress report and the final 

report to creditors, giving details of our 

work undertaken in the administration and 

our move to CVL.  

 Filing of documents, updating checklists 

and diary management system. 

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  

Assets  Sale of business / order book  

 Recovery of the contractual funds payable 

by the suppliers in relation to the transfer 

of the order book.  

 To maximise recoveries for 

the administration and 

offer continuity of service 

to customers where 

possible.  

 c£28k recovered during 

the Final Period. 

 

 

Creditors  Customer/ Creditor enquiries 

 Receiving and following up creditor 

enquiries via telephone, email and post.  

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  

Administration  Strategy and planning 

 Preparing fee budgets & monitoring cost  

 Holding team meetings not relating to 

trading and discussions regarding status of 

administration/CVL 

 Accounting and treasury 

 Dealing with receipts, payments and 

journals not relating to trading  

 Carrying out bank reconciliations and 

managing investment of funds  

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  

Employees & 

Pensions  

Communications with employees 

 Issuing updates to employees, receiving 

and following up employee enquiries via 

telephone, post and email.  

 

 To ensure orderly 

management and 

progression of the case in a 

cost effective manner.  

 We are required by 

statute to perform our 

functions as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.  

 

Disbursements 
We didn’t need to get approval to draw expenses or disbursements unless they were for shared or allocated 
services provided by our own firm, including room hire, document storage, photocopying, communication 
facilities.  These types of expenses are called “Category 2” disbursements and they must be directly incurred on 
the case, subject to a reasonable method of calculation and allocation and approved by the same party who 
approves our fees. 

Our expenses policy allowed for all properly incurred expenses to be recharged to the administration and has 
been approved by creditors where required. 
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The following disbursements arose in the period of this report. 

Category Policy  

First Period Costs 

incurred (£) 

 

Final Period Costs 

incurred (£) 

 

Total Costs Incurred 

(£) 

2 

Photocopying - at 5 pence per sheet 

copied, only charged for circulars to 

creditors and other bulk copying. 

4,818 

 

- 4,818 

2 

Mileage - At a maximum of 71 pence per 

mile (up to 2,000cc) or 93 pence per mile 

(over 2,000cc) 

653 

 

- 653 

1 

Other: 

Travel expenses 

Postage costs   

Research costs                                                                                                                     

 

1,086 

8,693 

30 

 

- 

7 

- 

 

1,086 

8,700 

30 

 Total disbursements  15,280 7 15,287 

 

Our relationships 
We had no business or personal relationships with the parties who approved our fees or who provided services 
to the administration where the relationship could give rise to a conflict of interest. 

Legal and other professional firms 
We instructed the following professionals on this case: 

Service provided 

 

Name of firm / 

organisation 

Reason selected Basis of fees 

Legal services, including: 

 Appointment related matters; 

 Advice on ROT claims;  

 Negotiations with landlords regarding 

the collection of ROT stock; 

 Sale of supplier order books; and  

 Surrender of property leases advice 

DLA Piper LLP Legal knowledge and pre-

appointment knowledge of 

ongoing company legal 

issues 

Time costs  

Asset valuation and realisation, including  

 Valuation of the Company’s ex display 

stock, fixtures and vehicles.  

 Asset security  

 Asset realisation  

 Asset collection 

 Site clearance  

 Auctions  

John Pye & Sons 

Limited  

Industry knowledge and 

expertise.  

Combination of time costs and 

disbursements; and percentage 

of realisations  

Payroll contractor, including  

 Calculation and payment of employee 

wages 

 

 

Payplus (trading division 

of Virtual Business 

Source Ltd)  

Incumbent payroll 

contractor, with existing 

and necessary knowledge, 

skills and resource to 

process wages payments to 

Company staff  

Time costs  

Date Storage  Iron Mountain  Industry knowledge and 

expertise.  

Fixed fee per unit  

Insurance  JLT  Industry knowledge and 

expertise.  

Fixed premium  
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On 23 August 2018, the fee approving body approved payments of our pre-appointment costs totalling £77,008 
(plus VAT) as an expense of the administration estate. The costs included our unpaid costs of £50,743 (plus 
VAT) which related directly to the 2 days prior the administration commencing. We did not seek approval for 
the balance of our outstanding pre-appointment time costs totalling £39,257; we have written this off.  

Also included in our pre-appointment costs were legal fees of £26,265 (plus VAT) which were incurred by us 
engaging DLA Piper LLP to assist with the formalities of placing the Company into administration. These costs 
have been paid as an expense in full.  

The table below illustrates our pre-appointment costs (net of VAT) incurred before our appointment with a view 
to the Company going into administration. All costs approved for payment on 23 August 2018, have now been 
paid in full. 

Nature of costs Incurred (£) Paid (£) Written Off (£) 

Fees charged by the administrators 90,000 50,743 39,257 

Expenses incurred by the administrators; 

Legal fees incurred by DLA Piper LLP  

 

26,265 

 

26,265 

 

- 

Total 116,265 77,008 39,257 
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Court details for the administration: High Court of Justice, Business and Property Courts in Leeds 

Insolvencies & Companies List (ChD), 508 of 2018 

Company’s registered name: Fabb Projects Limited  

Trading name: Fabb Sofas 

Registered number: 09921332 

Registered address: Central Square, 29 Wellington Street, Leeds, LS1 4DL 

Date of the joint administrators’ 

appointment: 

7 June 2018  

Joint administrators’ names,  

addresses and contact details: 

Toby Scott Underwood, PwC, Central Square, 29 Wellington Street, 

Leeds, LS1 4DL 

Peter David Dickens, PwC, 7 More London Riverside, London, SE1 

2RT 

 

Regulation (EU) 2015/848 of the 

European Parliament and of the 

Council of 20 May 2015 on Insolvency 

Proceedings (recast):  

The European Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings (Recast) applies 

to this administration and the proceedings are main proceedings.  

Division of the administrators 

responsibilities 

All functions and powers of the administrators may be exercised by 

all of the administrators jointly or by any Administrator separately   
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